Abstract: We demonstrate experimentally that a single, trapped, laserexcited barium ion, whose surrounding electromagnetic vacuum field and radiation reaction field is modified by a distant mmor, experiences forces which notably change its trapping conditions. 02003 Optical Society of America .
. Schematic of the experimem and energy levels of ''*Eh'. Two lasers at 493 nm and 650 m excite a single trapped ion continuously. Lens L1 and mirrOr (25 nn from the trap) which reflects only the 493 nm light, image the ion onto itself, thus leading to high-contrast interference f'inges in the photomulliplier (PMT) s@al a.. the ion-mirror distance is varied. l k intensity modulation of the PMT simal due to the ion's bap oscillation at 1.02 hlHz (motional sideband) is detected with an FIT spechum analyzer.
In our experiment ( Fig. 1) a single Ba' ion is held ih a Paul trap and continuously excited and cooled by nearresonant lasers. A collimating le* and a distkt mirror are placed such that part of the scattered light is retroreflected, thus leading to inhibited and enhanced spontaneous emission [3], as well as to an energy shift of the excited level [41. This energy shift has a sinusoidal dependence on the ion-minor distance, thus leading to a spatially dependent force on the excited ion which changes the trap frequency by up to 300 Hz. We measure this variation of the trap frequency with < 10 Hz error by positioning thk ion with nm-accuracy relative to the mirror and detecting the intensity modulation in the scattered light due the ion's okillation in the combined trap and vacuum potentis. 
